
We are remembering together, a timeless 
instant of perfect forgiveness and healing. 
A journey of awakening into the eternal 
miracle of the present.

Illuminating A Course in Miracles 
with Tim Christopher

SATURDAY JULY 22ND • 10AM - 5:30PM • LONDON N10

Illuminate Mind Foundation: A Course in Miracles for all mankind –for all mankind – onemt.net // illuminatemind.net

We are embarking on a journey of  
awakening through the divine mind-
science of A Course in Miracles 
whose sole purpose is to transform 
the mind, awakening the power to 
choose the incomparable joy of 
your own spiritual reality.
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There is no place where you can suffer, 
and no time that can bring change to  
your eternal state.

No one created by God can find joy in 
anything except the eternal; not because 
he is deprived of anything else, but 
because nothing else is worthy of him.

God placed in the mind the Call to joy. 
This Call is so strong that the ego  
always dissolves at Its sound.

Muswell Hill Quaker Meeting Hse
73, Church Cresc, London N10 3NE
By donation - suggested £60
(No-one excluded for financial concerns)

Contact Holly 0798 883 1332 
Email - L132@acourseinmiracles.co.uk 

How else can you find joy in a joyless place 
except by realizing that you are not there? 

  Joy
your eternal 
constant state

This is an invitation to join us in the illuminate 
mind-training of A Course in Miracles, and 
the passionate certainty of your awakening 
to the reality of eternal life!
We are discovering the power and simplicity  
of the miracle of true forgiveness. And we 
are celebrating the healing of the mind to  
a whole new identity in the celestial order  
of perfection and love.

It’s simply time to awaken to your 
eternal constant state, to leave be-
hind all the self-imposed obstacles to 
being your Self. We have the means, 
and we have the help we need in 
this present time and place.
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